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The Lagrangian spectral relaxation ~LSR! model is extended to treat turbulent mixing of two passive
scalars (fa and fb) with different molecular diffusivity coefficients ~i.e., differential-diffusion
effects!. Because of the multiscale description employed in the LSR model, the scale dependence of
differential-diffusion effects is described explicitly, including the generation of scalar decorrelation
at small scales and its backscatter to large scales. The model is validated against DNS data for
differential diffusion of Gaussian scalars in forced, isotropic turbulence at four values of the
turbulence Reynolds number (Rl538, 90, 160, and 230! with and without uniform mean scalar
gradients. The explicit Reynolds and Schmidt number dependencies of the model parameters allows
for the determination of the Re ~integral-scale Reynolds number! and Sc ~Schmidt number! scaling
of the scalar difference z5fa2fb . For example, its variance is shown to scale like ^z2&
;Re20.3. The rate of backscatter (bD) from the diffusive scales towards the large scales is found
to be the key parameter in the model. In particular, it is shown that bD must be an increasing
function of the Schmidt number for Sc<1 in order to predict the correct scalar-to-mechanical
time-scale ratios, and the correct long-time scalar decorrelation rate in the absence of uniform mean
scalar gradients. © 1999 American Institute of Physics. @S1070-6631~99!01706-7#
I. INTRODUCTION
Most models for scalar mixing in turbulent flows ignore
molecular-scale effects based on the assumption that at high
Reynolds numbers the large scales which dominate the mix-
ing process will be independent of the small scales, where
molecular effects are most pronounced. However, it is now
widely recognized1–3 that this assumption may lead to pre-
diction errors in models for chemically reacting flows. For
example, in combustion applications, reactants with widely
different molecular diffusivities ~i.e., differential-diffusion
effects! can lead to reduced combustion efficiency and an
increased formation of certain pollutants. These observations
have motivated several recent experimental4–6 and direct nu-
merical simulation ~DNS!7–15 studies to better understand the
physics of differential diffusion and to suggest improved
models for practical applications.
The inclusion of differential-diffusion effects in existing
models for turbulent scalar mixing is challenging due to the
multi-scale nature of the underlying physics. Models that ne-
glect molecular-scale phenomena typically assume that the
dynamics of scalar transport are dominated by the cascade of
spectral energy from the large ~slow! scales to small scales.
The small scales are thus assumed to be in dynamic equilib-
rium with the large scales, thereby obviating the need for a
detailed model of inter-scale energy transfer. Differential-
diffusion effects, however, originate at the smallest scales in
the flow before manifesting themselves at large scales due to
reverse transport or backscatter.7,11
As shown by Yeung and Pope,7 a detailed model of
differential-diffusion effects will require an explicit represen-
tation of inter-scale scalar transport. The linear-eddy model
~LEM!16 is an example of such a model, and it has been
applied to study the scaling properties of differential diffu-
sion with respect to the Reynolds and Schmidt numbers.17
Scalar spectral transport models are another option;18 how-
ever, the computational requirements of such models are
generally considered to be too large to be useful for practical
applications. Modifications of existing ‘‘equilibrium’’ mix-
ing models—like the conditional moment closure ~CMC!12,13
— have thus received particular attention in the recent
literature.15,14 Nevertheless, because they contain no explicit
small-scale information, the closures developed for equilib-
rium mixing models must be supplemented with Reynolds-
number-dependent terms based on classical scaling
arguments.12 Moreover, because they are based on moment
closures as opposed to a full probability density function
~pdf! description,3,19 the proposed closures must either ne-
glect the possible dependencies on chemical reactions, or
make use of ad hoc approximations of limited generality.
Our goal in the present study is to develop a full pdf
model for differential diffusion by extending the recently-
proposed Lagrangian spectral relaxation ~LSR! model.20 Un-
like scalar spectral transport models ~e.g., EDQNM!, full pdf
methods have the potential of treating reacting scalars with
arbitrarily complex chemistry. However, despite the impor-
tance of differential-diffusion effects in reacting flow appli-
cations, none of the available molecular mixing models for
full pdf applications can account for differential diffusion.
The LSR model developed in this work thus offers a com-
putationally tractable spectral description that can be com-
bined with full pdf models to treat complex chemically re-
acting flows.
The LSR model, and its predecessor the spectral relax-
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ation ~SR! model,21 were introduced to improve the descrip-
tion of turbulent mixing of a single passive scalar. ~The re-
lationship between the SR model and the scalar spectral
transport equation is explored in the Appendix.! These mod-
els explicitly account for the relaxation of a nonequilibrium
scalar spectrum to its final self-similar form using a
computationally-efficient multi-scale description of the flow.
The latter allows for a natural extension to handle differential
diffusion of a pair of passive scalars transported by the flow.
In particular, the effects of backscatter on the Reynolds-
number scaling of differential-diffusion effects are treated in
a manner that is computationally much simpler than in a
scalar spectral transport model. However, the extension of
the LSR model to handle multiple scalars requires us to in-
troduce the joint scalar dissipation rate @defined by Eq. ~6!#
and a multi-scale description of the scalar covariance. In Sec.
II we review the Reynolds-averaged transport equations for
these quantities for passive scalars.
The LSR model requires20 a consistent molecular mixing
model in order to complete the full pdf description. For mul-
tiple, correlated scalars, the formulation of such a model is
nontrivial.22,23,19 In Sec. IV, we propose a new model based
on the Fokker–Planck equation24 which requires as input the
conditional scalar Laplacians and the conditional ~joint! sca-
lar dissipation rates conditioned on the values of the scalars.
Examples of the conditional scalar Laplacians found from
DNS studies of bounded scalars10 demonstrate that the scalar
dependence can be highly nonlinear and, hence, difficult to
model in general. However, for Gaussian scalar fields, the
conditional scalar Laplacians are linear15 and the conditional
~joint! scalar dissipation rates are independent of the scalars.
As a first step towards a full Lagrangian pdf model of
differential diffusion, we limit our consideration in this study
to Gaussian scalar fields for which considerable DNS data
has been reported in the literature.7,25,8,9,11,15 As with other
flow phenomena dominated by small-scale dynamics, the
availability of DNS data allows us to make detailed compari-
sons with difficult-to-measure quantities ~such as the scalar
gradient correlation function and the ‘‘banded’’ coherency
spectrum! that are particularly important for understanding
the scale dynamics of differential-diffusion effects. In Sec.
VI, LSR model predictions for differential diffusion are com-
pared to available DNS data for passive scalar mixing in
homogeneous, isotropic, stationary turbulence. Despite the
limitations of the discrete spectral description, the LSR
model is able to reproduce the observed dependence of sev-
eral important measures of differential diffusion as a function
of the Reynolds and Schmidt numbers.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Turbulent mixing of a passive scalar fa can be de-
scribed by the Reynolds-averaged moment equations for the
scalar mean and its variance. For a homogeneous scalar field
with a uniform mean scalar gradient and a molecular diffu-
sion coefficient Ga , the governing equations become, re-
spectively,
]^fa&
]t
1^Ui&
]^fa&
]xi
5
D^fa&
Dt 50 ~1!
and
D^fa8
2&
Dt 52Sa22^ea&, ~2!
where the mean scalar dissipation rate is defined by
^ea&5K Ga ]fa8]xi ]fa8]xi L ~3!
~summation is implied for Roman, but not Greek indices!,
the scalar variance source term by
Sa52^uifa8 &
]^fa&
]xi
, ~4!
and ui5Ui2^Ui&, fa85fa2^fa& are the fluctuation fields.
Note that both the scalar dissipation rate and the scalar vari-
ance source term are unclosed.
For differential diffusion, one is also interested in the
covariance between fa and a second scalar fb with molecu-
lar diffusion coefficient Gb for the case where GaÞGb . Un-
der the same conditions as above, the governing equation for
the scalar covariance can be expressed as
D^fa8fb8 &
Dt 52Sab22dab^eab&, ~5!
where the joint scalar dissipation rate is defined by
^eab&5KAGaGb ]fa8]xi ]fb8]xi L , ~6!
the scalar covariance source term by
Sab52
1
2 ^uifa8 &
]^fb&
]xi
2
1
2 ^uifb8 &
]^fa&
]xi
, ~7!
and the arithmetic-to-geometric-average molecular-diffus-
ivity ratio by
dab5
Ga1Gb
2AGaGb
5
1
2 S GaGbD
1/2
1
1
2 S GbGaD
1/2
. ~8!
~The reason for introducing this last parameter will become
obvious in Sec. V. Note, however, that it is a symmetric
function of the ratio of the molecular diffusivities.! Note that
unlike the scalar dissipation rate, the sign of the joint scalar
dissipation rate need not be positive. For example, if the
scalar fluxes are represented by a gradient-diffusion model of
the form
^uifa8 &52DT
]^fa&
]xi
, ~9!
the covariance source term becomes
Sab5DT
]^fa&
]xi
]^fb&
]xi
. ~10!
Thus, its sign depends on the relative alignment of the mean
scalar gradients. If these gradients are colinear, but point in
opposite directions, the covariance source term will be nega-
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tive, thereby forcing the joint scalar dissipation rate to be
negative. Moreover, if the gradient directions were suddenly
switched so that the covariance source term is positive, the
joint scalar dissipation rate would smoothly evolve from
negative to positive values. This type of dynamical behavior
should be accounted for in a completely general model for
differential diffusion.
Two widely-used measures of differential diffusion are
the correlation coefficient for the scalars:
rab5
^fa8fb8 &
A^f8a2 &^f8b2 &
, ~11!
and the correlation coefficient for the scalar gradients:
gab5
^eab&
A^ea&^eb&
. ~12!
The first of these is dominated by the energy-containing
scales of the scalar field ~i.e., scales near the velocity-integral
scale!. At high Reynolds numbers, the large scales are not
directly affected by molecular diffusion. Thus, two initially
perfectly-correlated scalar field @rab(0)51# will slowly
decorrelate due to differential-diffusion effects that begin in
the diffusive scales and backscatter to the large scales.
The gradient correlation coefficient, on the other hand, is
dominated by the diffusive scales and thus quickly responds
to differential diffusion. Due to its small-scale nature, gab is
extremely difficult to measure experimentally, but can easily
be extracted from DNS data. Nevertheless, the gradient cor-
relation coefficient plays a key role7 in determining the long-
time behavior of rab in the absence of mean scalar gradients,
and thus must be accurately modeled when accounting for
differential diffusion. As we shall see in Sec. V, the multi-
scale description employed in the LSR model makes it par-
ticularly well suited for describing the scale-specific behav-
ior of the correlation coefficients with minimal
computational effort. Note that in the special case where the
mean scalar gradients are colinear and the scalar fluxes can
be represented by the gradient-diffusion model, the steady-
state gradient correlation coefficient obeys
gab5
1
dab
. ~13!
This behavior has been observed in DNS studies15 and
should be reproduced by a general model for differential dif-
fusion.
From the discussion above, it should be clear that the
key unclosed quantities needed to describe differential-
diffusion effects for homogeneous passive scalar mixing are
the scalar dissipation rates ^ea& and the joint scalar dissipa-
tion rate ^eab&. The SR model provides a multi-scale closure
for the scalar dissipation rate with explicit dependence on the
turbulence Reynolds number:
Re15
^k&
An^e&
50.3873Rl , ~14!
and the Schmidt number:
Sca5
n
Ga
, ~15!
where ^k& is the mean turbulent kinetic energy, ^e& is the
mean turbulent dissipation rate, and n is the kinematic vis-
cosity. The relationship between the SR model and the fun-
damental scalar spectrum evolution equations is discussed in
detail in the Appendix. The SR model has been extended20 to
model the coupling between the scalar dissipation rate and
small-scale velocity fluctuations for a Lagrangian fluid par-
ticle ~i.e., the LSR model!.
In this work, the LSR model is extended to include a
multi-scale closure for the joint scalar dissipation rate ^eab&.
As shown in Sec. IV, the model equation for the joint scalar
dissipation rate is nearly identical to that for the scalar dis-
sipation rate. Thus, the key new features that are required to
model successfully differential diffusion are ~1! the inclusion
of backscatter from small to large scales, and ~2! a molecular
mixing model to describe the evolution of the joint scalar
PDF. ~See the Appendix for an exact definition of backscat-
ter in terms of scalar-variance transfer spectrum.!
In Sec. V, LSR model predictions are compared to DNS
data for differential diffusion of two scalars with Schmidt
numbers in the range 1/8<Sca<1 for Taylor-scale Reynolds
numbers in the range 38<Rl<230. The original LSR model
was formulated for 1,Sca , thus in Sec. III the model equa-
tions for Sca<1 are discussed, backscatter terms are added,
and minor revisions to the original model are introduced.
Further details on the choice of model parameters and on the
Lagrangian pdf description can be found in the literature.21,20
In Sec. IV, the extension of the model to treat differential
diffusion is presented. As noted in our previous work,20 the
complete Lagrangian pdf model includes a Lagrangian
model for the fluctuating velocity, obviating the need for a
scalar flux model such as the gradient-diffusion model given
in Eq. ~9!. However, for the Gaussian scalar fields in isotro-
pic turbulence considered in this work, use of the gradient-
diffusion model has no influence on the model predictions
for differential diffusion, and thus we employ a stochastic
gradient-diffusion model for the scalar flux which is de-
scribed in Sec. IV.
III. SPECTRAL RELAXATION MODEL FOR THE
SCALAR DISSIPATION RATE
A. Overview of the SR model
The most general form of the spectral relaxation model20
describes the scalar dissipation rate following a Lagrangian
fluid particle @i.e., a random time-dependent function
^ef&*(t) where the * denotes the conditional expected
value#. In homogeneous systems, averaging over all fluid
particles leads to an Eulerian model for the mean scalar dis-
sipation rate ^ef& referred to as the SR model. The SR model
describes the nonequilibrium transport of scalar energy as a
cascade process from large to small scales. The spectral
transport is assumed to be local in scalar wavenumber
space,25,11 and the velocity spectrum is assumed to be fully
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developed ~i.e., equilibrium turbulence!. The SR model vari-
ables are the fraction of the scalar spectrum, Ef(k ,t), in
finite wavenumber bands @k i j21 ,k i j):
^f82& i j5E
k i j21
k i j
Ef~k ,t !dk . ~16!
~In this section, we will drop the Greek subscript indicating a
particular scalar field.! The scalar variance can then be found
by summing over all wavenumber bands. Likewise, the frac-
tion of the scalar energy in a particular wavenumber band is
given by
^§& i j5
^f82& i j
^f82&
. ~17!
Note that by definition 0<^§& i j<1 and the sum of all frac-
tions is unity.
In order to keep the model computationally tractable, the
wavenumbers k i j are chosen to minimize the number of sub-
stages required to model a flow with given Reynolds and
Schmidt numbers. For Sc<1, the principal wavenumbers
that appear in the model are as follows.
~1! The Kolmogorov-scale wavenumber:
kh5S^e&
n3
D1/4. ~18!
~2! The velocity-dissipation wavenumber: kU5CU
3/2kh .
~3! The scalar-dissipation wavenumber: kD5CD
1/2 Sc1/2 kh .
~4! The inertial-subrange wavenumbers (1< j,n2):
k2j5S 3jCU Re113j21D
3/2
kU , ~19!
where the number of substages n2 is an increasing func-
tion of ln(Re1).
~5! The integral-scale wavenumber: k05Re123/2 kh .
The wavenumber bands are thus completely determined
by the two model constants CD and CU .
In theory, CU should be chosen such that kU lies at the
boundary between the inertial and dissipative subranges of
the velocity spectrum. Likewise, kD should lie at the bound-
ary between the inertial-convective and the inertial-diffusive
subranges of the scalar spectrum. In the SR model, in order
to have the correct balance between the scalar energy flux to
dissipative scales and molecular dissipation, CD is fixed at
CD5Cs /(Cd21)51/4. (Cs and Cd are defined below. See
the Appendix for exact definitions in terms of the scalar
spectrum.! Note that this choice results in kD5kh /2 for a
unity-Schmidt-number scalar. In this work, we will consider
only Schmidt numbers large enough so that k2 n221<kD .
The minimum Schmidt numbers which satisfy this condition,
as functions of selected Rl and n2 , are given in Table I.
Nevertheless, by employing a smaller number of substages
when the Schmidt number is less than the minimum value, it
would be possible to extend the model to handle scalars with
smaller Schmidt numbers.
As noted above, CU determines the start of the velocity-
dissipation scales. One way to fix CU ~given CD) is to force
kU5kD for a particular value of the Schmidt number Sc*:
CU5~CD Sc*!1/3. ~20!
In this work, we shall choose Sc*51 which yields CU
50.63 and kU5kD/2. However, one could also choose, for
example, Sc* to be the Schmidt number for which the ve-
locity and scalar dissipation spectra peak at the same wave-
number. DNS data (Rl538) indicate that this occurs at ap-
proximately Sc*51/4.26 This choice yields kU5kh/4 and
reflects the fact that the scalar energy spectrum for a unity-
Schmidt-number scalar extends to higher wavenumbers than
does the velocity spectrum. Alternatively, experimental/DNS
data suggest that kU'0.1kh which yields CU'0.22. Simu-
lation results for differential diffusion were found to be in-
sensitive to the choice of CU in the range @0.22, 0.63#.
For the range of Reynolds numbers used in DNS studies
of differential diffusion15 (Rl<230), the minimum number
of inertial-range substages needed for the SR model is 2
<n2<4 ~see Table I!. For example, with n253, the scalar
spectrum is split into five substages for which the model
variables and wavenumber bands are as follows.
• ^f82&1 for wavenumbers 0<k<k0 ,
• ^f82&21 for wavenumbers k0,k<k21 ,
• ^f82&22 for wavenumbers k21,k<k22 ,
• ^f82&23 for wavenumbers k22,k<kD ,
• ^f82&D for wavenumbers kD,k .
The model equations20 for the substage scalar variances are
linear in the model variables ^f82& i j , and contain a source
term due to the mean scalar gradient that is proportional to
the scalar-variance source term Sf2. All scalar dissipation is
assumed to occur at wavenumbers greater than kD so that the
scalar variance in the dissipative subrange is governed by
D^f82&D
Dt 52TD12gDSf222^ef& , ~21!
where TD models the spectral transport of scalar energy into
the dissipative range, gD51/(CD Re1) is the fraction of the
scalar-variance source term that falls in the dissipative range,
and ^ef& is the mean scalar dissipation rate. @See the Appen-
dix for the exact definition of the terms on the right-hand
side of Eq. ~21! derived from the scalar spectrum and scalar
transfer spectrum.#
B. Specification of the spectral transport rate
constants
In previous applications of the SR model,21,20 spectral
transport of scalar energy was assumed to occur only from
large to small scales ~i.e., a forward cascade!. However, in
TABLE I. Applicable ranges for Rl and Sc for fixed values of the number
of inertial range substages n2 . Note that the minimum Schmidt number
decreases with increasing Reynolds number for fixed n2 .
n2 2 3 4
Minimum Rl 20 60 180
Minimum Sc 0.341 0.293 0.279
Maximum Rl 60 180 750
Minimum Sc 0.063 0.058 0.029
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order to describe differential-diffusion effects, it is essential
that backscatter from small to large scales be included. Be-
cause the SR model is linear in the substage scalar variances,
spectral transport can be represented schematically in terms
of forward (a) and backscatter (b) transport rates:
^f82&1

b21
a1
^f82&21

b22
a21
^f82&22

b23
a22
^f82&23

bD
a23
^f82&D .
~See the Appendix for the exact definition of the rate con-
stants in terms of the scalar-variance transfer spectrum.! As
we shall see in Sec. IV, due to linearity, the extension of the
model to describe the scalar covariance is straight forward,
and simply requires the replacement of the substage scalar
variances with the substage scalar covariances. In terms of
the forward and backscatter rate constants, the spectral trans-
port term in Eq. ~21! is given by
TD5a23^f82&232bD^f82&D . ~22!
In previous applications of the model,21,20 the forward
rate constants were defined in terms of characteristic time
scales t i j for each substage. The same time scales are used in
the present work; however, for Sc<1, the time scale for the
final inertial-range substage t2 n2 must be modified as fol-
lows:
t2 n25
1
2 F t2 n2212 3CU Re1 ~Sc21/321 !t1G . ~23!
~Note that the requirement that t2 n2 be positive ~i.e.,
k2 n221<kD) puts a lower limit on the Schmidt number.! In
isotropic turbulence, the characteristic time scale for the
energy-containing scales t1 is inversely proportional the tur-
bulence frequency ^v&5^e&/^k& .
With the addition of backscatter, the forward rate con-
stants are defined by
a i j5~11cd!t i j
21
, ~24!
where the model parameter cd controls the rate of backscat-
ter from small to large scales. In Sec. V, by examining the
time evolution of the scalar cospectrum, we find that cd51
yields good agreement with DNS data. The backscatter rate
constants b i j are then fixed by enforcing a local ‘‘detailed-
balance’’ criterion which states that the self-similar scalar
spectrum for Sc51 must have exactly the same form regard-
less of the value of cd . ~Alternatively, the backscatter rates
could be extracted from DNS data as discussed in the Ap-
pendix.! Applying this criterion, the backscatter rate con-
stants become
b2 j5cd~ t2 j
212t1
21!, ~25!
for 1< j<n2 , and
bD5cdh~Sc!~CD Re121 !t1
21
, ~26!
where
h~Sc!5cb
kD
kU
~27!
is a function of Sc through kD .
The explicit Schmidt-number dependence in Eq. ~26!
will result in a Sc-dependent scalar dissipation rate, as is
observed in DNS.7 In Sec. V, we shall see that cb51 yields
good agreement with DNS, and that an explicit Sc depen-
dence is required in order to predict the correct long-time,
large-scale decorrelation due to differential diffusion. The
functional form used in Eq. ~27! has been validated using
DNS data at Rl590. In a detailed study ~to be reported in a
future communication! using DNS data at Reynolds numbers
between 38 and 230, it has been found that the Schmidt
number dependence of bD shows little dependence on Rey-
nolds number. For the SR model, the explicit Schmidt-
number dependence of bD is a necessary condition for pre-
dicting the backscatter of spectral incoherency from small to
large scales.
C. Scalar dissipation rate
The remaining unclosed term is the mean scalar dissipa-
tion rate. In the SR model, it is governed by
D^ef&
Dt 52CD Re1^v&a23^f8
2&2322bD^ef&
12gDSf2
^ef&
^f82&D
12Cs Re1^v&^ef&
22Cd
^ef&
^f82&D
^ef& . ~28!
~See the Appendix for a derivation of the key terms is this
model starting from the scalar spectral transport equation.!
Note that from the definition of the scalar-dissipation wave-
number,
CD Re1^v&5GkD
2
. ~29!
Thus, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~28! is just
the scalar energy entering the dissipation range due to for-
ward transport multiplied by the characteristic scalar fre-
quency at the dissipation scale. The second term is the loss
of scalar dissipation due to backscatter out of the dissipation
range. The third term is the contribution of the scalar-
variance source term that falls in the dissipation range. ~This
term is negligible for large Reynolds numbers.! The fourth
term is the scalar-gradient-amplification term due to small-
scale vortex stretching27 (Cs51/2). The fifth term is the mo-
lecular dissipation term21 (Cd53) whose characteristic fre-
quency is
^rf&D5
^ef&
^f82&D
. ~30!
Note that because ^f82&D is inversely proportional to the
turbulence Reynolds number, ^rf&D;Re1. Thus, at steady
state, the production terms in Eq. ~28! due to spectral trans-
port from large scales and gradient amplification will be ex-
actly balanced by molecular dissipation. Moreover, the time
needed to reach steady state will be proportional to the Kol-
mogorov time scale th5Re1^v&. Hence, unlike the ‘‘small-
scale equilibrium’’ models ~see Sanders and Go¨lkalp28 for a
recent review! which equate the scalar dissipation rate to the
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scalar-energy flux through the inertial range, Eq. ~28! repre-
sents a true small-scale model for the scalar dissipation rate.
For this reason, integral-scale terms such as the mean shear
rate,
]^U j&
]xi
, ~31!
or the mean scalar frequency,
^rf&5
^ef&
^f82&
, ~32!
that appear in the small-scale equilibrium models do not ap-
pear in Eq. ~28!. Thus, because it describes the smallest
scales in a turbulent flow, the scalar dissipation rate model
used in the SR model should be universal at Reynolds num-
bers high enough to ensure a separation between the energy-
containing and dissipative scales.
This conclusion, however, leaves open the problem of
incorporating the known effects of integral-scale terms on
the mean scalar dissipation rate. Although beyond the scope
of the present work, it is important to note that in the SR
model these effects would appear into the forward and back-
scatter rate constants which control the flux of scalar energy
to small scales. For example, t1 , which in isotropic turbu-
lence is set equal to the turbulent integral time scale ^k&/^e&,
would need to be modified to include the effect of a mean
shear. Such a modification could be proposed and validated
using results from DNS studies of scalar spectral energy
transport in homogeneous shear flows similar to those al-
ready reported for scalar mixing in isotropic turbulence.25,11
D. Lagrangian pdf version
The SR model gives no information about the scalar pdf
which is required, for example, to close the chemical source
term for reacting flows. The Lagrangian pdf version ~i.e., the
LSR model! provides this information, and has a form very
similar to the SR model. Details on the model formulation
can be found in the literature.20 However, the principal modi-
fication is the introduction of a fluctuating gradient-
amplification term in the scalar dissipation rate model:
Cs Re1^v&^ef&!Cs Re1^v&s~ t !^ef&*, ~33!
where the random strain term is defined in terms of the La-
grangian turbulent frequency v*(t):29,30
s~ t !5S v*^v& D
1/2
. ~34!
Note that the only random variable which appears as an
input to the LSR model is v*(t). The user is thus free to
choose an appropriate stochastic model to mimic the La-
grangian behavior of the turbulent dissipation. In this work,
we will use the stretched-exponential model proposed by
Fox20 with ^v&51, Sv5h50, and Cx55/Re1 based on DNS
data.31 The constant Cx controls the Lagrangian auto-
correlation time in homogeneous turbulence. Here we use the
value found by Dreeben and Pope32 (Cx is equivalent to C3
in their model! to yield the correct turbulent dissipation flux
in near-wall turbulent flows. As shown in our earlier work,20
the stretched-exponential model yields good agreement with
DNS data31 for one-point, one-time statistics of the scalar
dissipation rate. The model chosen for v*(t) will also deter-
mine the behavior of Lagrangian time series for the scalar
dissipation rate. The model’s agreement with DNS Lagrang-
ian time series is still an open question; however, it is im-
portant to note that the LSR model formulation does not
depend on the choice of the model for v*(t).
The LSR model equations are written in terms of the
Lagrangian conditional expectations:20 ^f82& i j* and ^ef&*.
For example, the characteristic frequency for molecular dis-
sipation in the scalar dissipation rate model becomes
^rf&D!^rf&D† 5
^ef&*
^f82&D*
. ~35!
~Because ^&Þ^^&†& where the second expected value is
with respect to all fluid particles, we use a † to denote the
ratio of two Lagrangian variables.! Note, however, that be-
cause each fluid particle is subject to its own strain-rate his-
tory, the Lagrangian scalar variance ^f82&* will not be equal
to the Eulerian scalar variance ^f82&. Thus, an additional
model variable,
F5
^f82&*
^f82&
, ~36!
must be introduced, as well as the Lagrangian scalar-
variance fractions:
^§& i j
† 5
^f82& i j*
^f82&*
. ~37!
These variables will appear in the molecular mixing model
for the Lagrangian scalar f*(t) presented in Sec. IV.
The only other modification appearing in the LSR model
are terms that describe interactions between the ‘‘local’’ and
‘‘global’’ variables. These terms were added primarily to
provide a simple description of spectral relaxation for inho-
mogeneous flows, and thus have a negligible influence on the
model prediction for the homogeneous flows considered in
this work. As an example, with n253, the Lagrangian scalar
dissipation rate is governed by
D^ef&*
Dt 52CD Re1^v&a23~ f 23^f8
2&23* 1 f 23c ^f82&23!
22bD^ef&*12gD^rf&D~^ef&2^ef&*!
12gDSf2^rf&D
† 12Cs Re1^v&s~ t !^ef&*
22Cd^rf&D
† ^ef&* ~38!
~note the fluctuating strain-rate term in the next-to-last term
on the right-hand side!, and the Lagrangian scalar variance in
the dissipation range is governed by
D^f82&D*
Dt 52a23~ f 23^f8
2&23* 1 f 23c ^f82&23!22bD^f82&D*
12gD^rf&D~^f82&D2^f82&D*!12gDSf2
22^ef&*, ~39!
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where f 235kD /kU and f 23c 512 f 23 . The first term on the
right-hand side of each equation represents the forward trans-
port from larger scales. It is split into two parts representing
~1! forward transport within the same fluid particle, and ~2!
forward transport from other particles. The second term rep-
resents backscatter to larger scales. The third term represents
exchange between particles due to molecular dissipation.
The fourth term is the contribution from the scalar-variance
source. The final term in Eq. ~39! is the ‘‘local’’ scalar dis-
sipation rate. The model equations for other wavenumber
bands are similar to Eq. ~39! and can be found in our earlier
work.20
When studying differential-diffusion effects, the LSR
model is applied to each scalar (fa and fb) separately. This
is done by making the following substitutions in the model
equations:
Sc!Sca ,
Sf2!Sa ,
^f82& i j!^f8a2 & i j ,
^f82& i j*!^f8a2 & i j* ,
^§& i j!^§a& i j ,
^§& i j
†!^§a& i j† ,
F!Fa ,
^ef&!^ea&,
^ef&*!^ea&*,
^rf&D!^ra&D ,
^rf&D
†!^ra&D† ,
^rf&!^ra& ,
^rf&
†!^ra&†.
Note that of the wavenumbers used to define the LSR model,
only the scalar-dissipation wavenumber depends explicitly
on the Schmidt number, i.e., kDaÞkDb when ScaÞScb .
Likewise, only the backscatter rate from the dissipation
range (bD) depends on the Schmidt number. In the next
section, the LSR model is extended to describe differential
diffusion. In Sec. V we shall see that the Schmidt-number
dependence of the backscatter rate plays a critical role in
determining the long-time behavior of the correlation coeffi-
cients rab and gab .
IV. EXTENSION TO DIFFERENTIAL DIFFUSION
A. LSR model for the joint scalar dissipation rate
The LSR model for the joint scalar dissipation rate is
found by making the following substitutions in the model
equations for a single scalar:
Sc!Scab5
2n
Ga1Gb
,
t2 n2!
1
2 F t2 n2212 3CU Re1 ~Scab21/321 !t1G ,
Sf2!Sab ,
^f82& i j!^fa8fb8 & i j ,
^f82& i j*!^fa8fb8 & i j* ,
^ef&!dab^eab&,
^ef&*!dab^eab&*,
where Scab defines the covariance-dissipation wavenumber:
kDab5CD
1/2Scab
1/2kh .
These substitutions in Eq. ~39! lead to a scalar-
dissipation-range covariance equation of the form
D^fa8fb8 &D*
Dt 52a23~ f 23^fa8fb8 &23* 1 f 23
c ^fa8fb8 &23!
22bD^fa8fb8 &D*12gDdab^rab&D~^fa8fb8 &D
2^fa8fb8 &D*!12gDSab22dab^eab&*, ~40!
where a23 is computed using the new definition for t23 , and
the Eulerian characteristic covariance-dissipation frequency
is defined by
^rab&D5
^eab&
^fa8fb8 &D
. ~41!
Likewise, the model equation for the joint scalar dissipation
rate becomes
D^eab&*
Dt 52CD Re1^v&dab
21a23~ f 23^fa8fb8 &23*
1 f 23c ^fa8fb8 &23!22bD^eab&*
12gDdab^rab&D~^eab&2^eab&*!
12gDSab^rab&D
† 12Cs Re1^v&s~ t !^eab&*
22Cddab^rab&D
† ^eab&*, ~42!
where the Lagrangian characteristic covariance-dissipation
frequency is defined by
^rab&D
† 5
^eab&*
^fa8fb8 &D*
, ~43!
i.e., the ratio of two variables dominated by small scales.
As shown next, ^fa8fb8 &D and ^eab& will always have
the same sign so that ^rab&D is always positive. This would
not be the case if, for example,
^rab&
†5
^eab&*
^fa8fb8 &*
~44!
were used to define the characteristic covariance-dissipation
frequency because the scalar covariance is dominated by
large scales. In Sec. V, we shall see that this property allows
us to successfully apply the model to the case where the
mean scalar gradients are suddenly switched from pointing
in the same direction to pointing in opposite directions. For
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this example, the small scales pass from positive to negative
correlation before the large scales. For this case, if Eq. ~44!
were used to define the characteristic frequency, the model
would be unstable when the covariance approached zero.
By combining Eqs. ~40! and ~42!, the governing equa-
tion for ^rab&D
† is found to be
D^rab&D
†
Dt 52a23S f 23 ^fa8fb8 &23*^fa8fb8 &D* 1 f 23c ^fa8fb8 &23^fa8fb8 &D* D
3~CD Re1^v&dab
212^rab&D
† !
12gDdab^rab&D
^fa8fb8 &D
^fa8fb8 &D*
~^rab&D
2^rab&D
† !12Cs Re1^v&s~ t !^rab&D
†
22~Cd21 !dab~^rab&D
† !2. ~45!
Note that the right-hand side of this expression will be null if
s(t)51 and
^rab&D
† 5^rab&D5CD Re1^v&dab
21
. ~46!
Thus, the Eulerian characteristic frequency will be positive
even when the covariance in the dissipation range is nega-
tive. The behavior of the Lagrangian characteristic frequency
in the limit where u^fa8fb8 &D*u!0 will depend on the behav-
ior of the ratio ^fa8fb8 &23* /^fa8fb8 &D* . We will explore this
question further in Sec. V.
B. Scalar correlation coefficient
In the absence of mean scalar gradients ~i.e., decaying
scalar fields!, the scalar correlation coefficient obeys7
1
rab
Drab
Dt 522dab^rab&1^ra&1^rb&, ~47!
where
^rab&5
^eab&
^fa8fb8 &
. ~48!
As shown in Sec. V, the SR model predicts for large times a
mechanical-to-scalar time-scale ratio of the form
Ra5
2^ra&
^v&
;Sca
2s
, ~49!
where s and the proportionality constant depend on the Rey-
nolds number. Likewise, the SR model predicts the same
form for the long-time behavior of the covariance
mechanical-to-scalar time-scale ratio:
Rab5
2dab^rab&
^v&
52CD Re1
^fa8fb8 &D
^fa8fb8 &
;Scab
2s
. ~50!
As discussed in Sec. V, finding a nonzero value for s is a
direct result of the Sc-dependence of bD . If s50, then the
time-scale ratios will be independent of the Schmidt num-
bers, and hence no long-term scalar decorrelation will be
observed. The scalar correlation coefficient scales like
1
rab
Drab
Dt ;~Sca Scb!
2s/2F12 S GaGbD
s/2
1
1
2 S GbGaD
s/2
2dab
s G .
~51!
We compare model results for this case with DNS data7 in
Sec. V. However, note that s is null in the absence of back-
scatter (cd50). Thus, backscatter combined with the
Sc-dependence of bD controls large-scale decorrelation in
the SR model.
Besides backscatter and the Sc-dependent bD , there is
one other possible source of large-scale decorrelation: the
molecular-diffusion constant Cd is smaller than its standard
value ~3! in Eq. ~42! when ScaÞScb . We rule out this pos-
sibility because it would cause the model to fail in the limit
of pure diffusion where ^§&D51 and rab!constant.0. As
discussed in the Appendix, this follows from the linearity of
the scalar transport equation and is equivalent to assuming
that the far-dissipation range of the scalar spectrum has a
universal form when plotted using Batchelor scaling: k*
5k/kD .
C. Molecular mixing model
The LSR model described above provides a simple de-
scription of the distribution of covariance in spectral space.
As shown in Sec. V, it is capable of describing much of the
DNS data for differential diffusion in isotropic turbulence.
Nevertheless, as it stands, it provides no information con-
cerning the joint scalar pdf of fa* and fb* . For this purpose,
a Lagrangian molecular mixing model must be formulated in
terms of scalar statistics conditioned on the scalar values.
Constructing an appropriate model for molecular mixing
is undoubtedly the most difficult task faced when applying
pdf methods. For differential diffusion, the task is further
complicated by the fact that correlation between the scalars
must be successfully accounted for by the model. For ex-
ample, the widely-employed IEM model19 cannot be used
because it fails to predict the correct evolution of the corre-
lation coefficient. ~Indeed, it predicts a constant value7 for
rab in the absence of mean scalar gradients!! In this work,
we employ a Fokker–Planck model to describe two corre-
lated Gaussian scalar fields. First, however, we will motivate
the use of a Fokker–Plank type model by looking at some
exact results for the stationary marginal and joint pdfs of two
scalar fields.
The exact solution33–37 for the marginal pdf of a homo-
geneous scalar field in the absence of a mean scalar gradient
can be written in terms of the standardized scalar field,
Va5
f8a*
sa
, ~52!
where sa
2 (t)5^f8a2 &*, the standardized Lagrangian condi-
tional scalar Laplacian,
ga~va!5
sa^Ga¹
2fa8 uVa5va&*
^ea&*
5
^Ga¹
2VauVa5va&*
^ra&
† , ~53!
and the standardized Lagrangian conditional scalar dissipa-
tion rate,
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na~va!5
^eauva&*
^ea&*
5
1
^ra&
† K Ga ]Va]xi ]Va]xi UVa5vaL *. ~54!
~Note that the variables are standardized in terms of the La-
grangian conditional scalar variance and scalar dissipation
rate provided by the LSR model.! Denoting the stationary
marginal pdf by f as , we have
f as ~va!5
N
na~va!
expF E ga~va!
na~va!
dvaG , ~55!
where N is a normalization constant.
Although the stationary pdf given in Eq. ~55! represents
an exact solution, it does not provide a Lagrangian pdf model
for the scalar. However, because it represents the stationary
solution to a well-defined Fokker–Planck equation:24
] f a
]t
52
]
]va
@^ra&
†ga~va! f a#1
]2
]va
2 @^ra&
†na~va! f a# , ~56!
a Lagrangian pdf model can be formulated in terms of a
stochastic differential equation ~SDE! with the same pdf:24
dVa5^ra&†ga~Va!dt1A2^ra&†na~Va!dW~ t !, ~57!
where dW(t) is a Wiener process. Then, by changing back to
the nonstandardized scalar variables, a Lagrangian pdf model
for f8a* in the absence of mean scalar gradients results:
df8a*5Vafa8*dt1^Ga¹2fa8 ufa8*&*dt
1A2^eaufa8*&*dW~ t !, ~58!
where
Va5
1
2^fa8
2&*
D^f8a
2 &*
Dt U
Sa50
~59!
is found from the LSR model in the absence of a scalar
variance source term. For example, with n253, this term
becomes
Va5a1 f 1c~^§a&1Fa212^§a&1*!1a21f 21c ~^§a&21Fa21
2^§a&21* !1a22 f 22c ~^§a&22Fa212^§a&22* !
1a23f 23c ~^§a&23Fa212^§a&23* !
1gD^ra&D~Fa
2121 !2^ra&†, ~60!
where f i jc 512k i j /kU . In the presence of a mean scalar gra-
dient, an additional term appears on the right-hand side of
Eq. ~58! representing the conditional scalar flux ^uiuf8a*&*.
A closure for this term is presented below.
The idea presented above to model one scalar can be
extended to model two scalars. The resultant Fokker–Planck
equation for the joint pdf f ab has drift coefficients defined in
terms of the scalar Laplacians conditioned on both scalars:
Aa~va ,vb!5
1
sa
^Ga¹
2fa8 uva ,vb&*, ~61!
and a diffusion matrix defined in terms of the ~joint! scalar
dissipation rate conditioned on both scalars:
Bab~va ,vb!5
2
sasb
^eabuva ,vb&*. ~62!
The SDE model requires us to write the diffusion matrix in
the form24
B5CCT, ~63!
where T denotes the matrix transpose. This can be done by
defining C as
C5FA^eauva ,vb&*sa21C1 A^eauva ,vb&*sa21C2A^ebuva ,vb&*sb21C2 A^ebuva ,vb&*sb21C1G , ~64!
where
C1~va ,vb!5@11~12ugab
† u2!1/2#1/2, ~65!
C2~va ,vb!5
gab
†
ugab
† u
@12~12ugab
† u2!1/2#1/2, ~66!
and the Lagrangian conditional gradient correlation coeffi-
cient is defined by
gab
† ~va ,vb!5
^eabuva ,vb&*
A^eauva ,vb&*^ebuva ,vb&*
. ~67!
Note that if the scalar gradients are perfectly correlated with
gab
† 51, then C15C251 and the diffusion matrix has rank
1. This will result in perfectly correlated scalars. In the other
extreme where gab
† 50, C15A2 and C250 so that the dif-
fusion matrix is diagonal. This will result in uncorrelated
scalars.
The Lagrangian pdf model for two scalars then follows
from the Fokker–Planck equation. Including the conditional
scalar flux term, the SDEs become
df8a*52^uiuf8a* ,f8b*&*
]^fa&
]xi
dt1Vaf8a*dt
1^Ga¹
2fa8 uf8a* ,f8b*&*dt
1~^eauf8a* ,f8b*&*!
1/2FC1~f8a* ,f8b*!dWa~ t !
1S ^f8a2 &*
^f8b
2 &*
D 1/2C2~f8a* ,f8b*!dWb~ t !G ~68!
and
df8b*52^uiuf8a* ,f8b*&*
]^fb&
]xi
dt1Vbf8b*dt
1^Gb¹
2fb8 uf8a* ,f8b*&*dt
1~^ebuf8a* ,f8b*&*!
1/2F S ^f8b2 &*
^f8a
2 &*
D 1/2
3C2~f8a* ,f8b*!dWa~ t !
1C1~f8a* ,f8b*!dWb~ t !G , ~69!
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where dWa(t) and dWb(t) are uncorrelated Wiener pro-
cesses. Note that this model can be extended to cases with
more than two scalars. The remaining challenge is thus to
find appropriate models for the conditional scalar Laplacians
and the conditional ~joint! scalar dissipation rates. Hereinaf-
ter we shall consider only Gaussian scalars.
D. Gaussian scalars
In Sec. V, we compare model predictions to DNS data
for homogeneous scalar fields with and without uniform
mean scalar gradients. Because such fields are nearly Gauss-
ian, it suffices to consider the conditional statistics for only
this case:
^eauf8a* ,f8b*&*5^ea&*, ~70!
^eabuf8a* ,f8b*&*5^eab&*, ~71!
^Ga¹
2fa8 uf8a* ,f8b*&*5aaaf8a*1aabf8b* , ~72!
where
aaa52^ra&
†1
rab
† @^rab&
†~AScb /Sca11 !22^ra&†#
12urab
† u2
rab
†
,
~73!
aab5
rab
† @^rab&
†~AScb /Sca11 !22^ra&†#
12urab
† u2
A^f8a2 &*
^f8b
2 &*
,
~74!
and
rab
† 5
^f8ab
2 &*
A^fa82&*^fb82&*
. ~75!
Note that the LSR model provides all of the terms appearing
in the Gaussian conditional statistics. Thus, the model equa-
tions will close at the Lagrangian pdf level once a model is
chosen for the conditional scalar flux.
E. Scalar flux model
In a Lagrangian full pdf simulation of inhomogeneous
turbulent scalar mixing,38 the fluctuating velocity appears as
a random variable, and thus no closure is required for the
scalar flux. In isotropic turbulence, the mathematical descrip-
tion can be simplified — without affecting the predictions for
differential diffusion — by employing a stochastic model for
the scalar flux. For the Gaussian scalar fields considered in
this work, we will use the following stochastic gradient-
diffusion model that is valid for uniform mean scalar gradi-
ents:
2^uiuf8a* ,f8b*&*
]^fa&
]xi
5S DT2 D
1/2U ]^fa&]xi U@D1dWas ~ t !1D2dWbs ~ t !# , ~76!
2^uiuf8a* ,f8b*&*
]^fb&
]xi
5S DT2 D
1/2U ]^fb&]xi U@D2dWas ~ t !1D1dWbs ~ t !# , ~77!
where
D15~11usin~uab!u!1/2, ~78!
D25
cos~uab!
ucos~uab!u
~12usin~uab!u!1/2, ~79!
uab is the angle between the two mean scalar gradient vec-
tors, and dWa
s (t) and dWbs (t) are uncorrelated Wiener pro-
cesses.
Note that the Lagrangian time series for the scalars pro-
duced by the stochastic gradient-diffusion model will be
highly fluctuating ~due to the Wiener processes!, and thus
give a poor representation of Lagrangian time series for the
scalars f8*(t) in turbulent flow. This would not be the case,
however, if the full Lagrangian pdf model were employed
wherein the Wiener processes are replaced by the fluctuating
velocity field. Note, however, that the Lagrangian time series
for the scalar dissipation rates presented in Sec. VI depend
solely on v*(t) @Eq. ~42!#, and thus are independent of the
choice of the model for the scalar flux.
V. COMPARISON WITH DNS DATA
A. Overview of numerical simulations
In stationary, homogeneous turbulence, the SR model
reduces to a small set of ordinary differential equations
~ODEs!.21 For convenience, the model can be rewritten in
terms for the spectral fractions ^§ab& i j and the scalar fre-
quencies ^rab& . For two scalars, the total number of equa-
tions is then equal to 33~number of spectral substages
1scalar frequency!. Thus, for Rl5230 (n254), a total of 21
ODEs are required. Assuming that the turbulence quantities
are known, the SR model equations are easily solved using
standard initial-value ODE routines. For inert scalars, the SR
model suffices to describe differential-diffusion effects ~i.e.,
in terms of the scalar variance and covariance spectrum!.
The extension of the SR model to treat reacting scalars
requires a Lagrangian pdf description formulated in terms of
stochastic differential equations ~SDEs!. The number of
coupled SDEs involved in the LSR model is the same as the
number of ODEs in the SR model. In addition, a random
model for the turbulent frequency v*(t) must be supplied
~here it is described by a SDE20!, and appears as the random
driving force in the model equation for the scalar dissipation
rate. @The LSR model reduces to the SR model by setting
v*(t)5^v&.# Finally, for studies interested in the joint pdf
of the two scalars, an appropriate mixing model ~like the
Fokker–Planck model employed in this study! can be solved
using the scalar dissipation rates computed from the LSR
model as inputs. In this work, the full set of coupled SDEs
was simulated using the order 2.0 weak Taylor scheme de-
scribed in Kloeden and Platen39 with the time step chosen to
be at least ten times smaller than the Kolmogorov time scale
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to ensure accurate solutions. Unless noted otherwise, all
simulations employed 103 stochastic particles to estimate the
ensemble averages. Thus, for n254, each stochastic particle
carried a vector of 211112524 random variables whose
values were determined by 24 SDEs. In general, it was found
that the LSR model’s predictions for the ensemble-averaged
spectral quantities are in excellent agreement with the SR
model’s predictions for the same quantities.
B. Mechanical-to-scalar time-scale ratio
As seen from Eq. ~47!, the mechanical-to-scalar time-
scale ratios Ra and Rab are the key quantities for determin-
ing the decorrelation rate of two scalars in the absence of
mean scalar gradients. In particular, if these ratios are inde-
pendent of the Schmidt number @i.e., s50 in Eq. ~51!#, then
the scalar correlation will attain a constant, nonzero value
after an initial transient phase, wherein only the dissipation-
range scales decorrelate. DNS data7 with forced isotropic
turbulence indicate that Ra increases with decreasing Sc, and
that the scalars decorrelate for large times. In the LSR model,
the Sc dependence of the mechanical-to-scalar time-scale ra-
tio is controlled by the function h(Sc) in the backscatter rate
bD @Eq. ~26!#. ~This assumes that the backscatter parameter
cd is chosen to be nonzero.! Defining h(Sc) as in Eq. ~27!
with cb51 yields satisfactory agreement with DNS data7 for
Rl538 and Sc51/4 and 1/2, as shown in Table II. Results
for four different Reynolds numbers (Rl538, 90, 160, and
230! are presented in Fig. 1. Note that the time-scale ratios
for fixed Rl fall nearly on a line when plotted against Sc.
Note also that for a fixed number of inertial-range substages
n2 , the time-scale ratio is nearly independent of the Rey-
nolds number. This is a result of ‘‘lumping’’ all wavenum-
bers in a substage into discrete, instead of continuous, vari-
ables. Figure 1 can be used to determine both Ra and Rab by
setting Sc5Sca and Sc5Scab , respectively. A perfectly lin-
ear relationship between ln(R) and ln(Sc) would result in Eq.
~51! where 2s is the slope on a log–log plot. The steady-
state mechanical-to-scalar time-scale ratio in the presence of
a uniform mean scalar gradient as a function of Sc is shown
in Fig. 2 ~again with cb51). Note that the behavior is very
similar to that seen for decaying scalars. The only obvious
difference is increased curvature.
In the LSR model, backscatter is required to correctly
predict the observed dependence of the mechanical-to-scalar
time-scale ratio on the Reynolds number. The key parameter
controlling backscatter is cd . In theory, cd can be deter-
mined by studying spectral transport for a single scalar with
Sc51. Alternatively, the time dependence of the coherency
spectrum7,11,15 for two scalars with Sca5Scb51 that are ini-
tially perfectly correlated for all but a subrange of wavenum-
bers can be employed to fix cd . DNS data7 for this case are
available for Rl538, where it can be seen ~Fig. 11 in Yeung
and Pope7! that the ‘‘banded’’ coherency spectrum7 relaxes
to its final self-similar form in approximately three eddy-
turnover times (TE). ~See the Appendix for an exact defini-
tion of the coherency spectrum.! Using the variables in the
LSR model, the ‘‘banded’’ coherency spectrum can be de-
fined as
FIG. 1. Mechanical-to-scalar time-scale ratio for a decaying passive scalar
as a function of Sc for four different Reynolds numbers (Rl538 s, 90 h,
160 L, and 230 n! with cb51. Linear regression curves are given by the
dotted lines with slopes that depend on the number of inertial-range sub-
stages.
FIG. 2. Mechanical-to-scalar time-scale ratio for a passive scalar with a
uniform mean gradient as a function of Sc for four different Reynolds num-
bers (Rl 5 38 s, 90 h, 160 L, and 230 n! with cb51.
TABLE II. Mechanical-to-scalar time-scale ratio as a function of Sc nor-
malized by the value at Sc51 for Rl538 and cb51.
Sc 0.25 0.50
DNS ~Ref. 7! 1.10 1.06
LSRM 1.08 1.05
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bi j~ t !5
^fa8fb8 & i j
A^f8a2 & i j^f8b2 & i j
. ~80!
~No summation over i or j is implied. Strictly speaking, this
definition is invalid for j5n2 and for the dissipation range
where the cut-off wavenumbers depend on Sc.! Setting
bi j(0) equal to unity for all wavenumber bands except
b22(0)50, the parameter cd then controls the time evolution
of bi j(t). For example, with cd50 the cascade of coherency
from large scales occurs unimpeded by backscatter, and b22
!1. On the other hand, if cd is too large, then backscatter
will quickly decorrelate large scales so that the final value of
the correlation coefficient will be too small. The time evolu-
tion of the ‘‘banded’’ coherency spectrum for Rl538 with
cd51 is shown in Fig. 3. As seen from DNS,7 the small
scales (bD) decorrelate first due to forward transport. In con-
trast, the large scales decorrelate more slowly and reach their
final values in approximately three to four eddy-turnover
times. All results presented hereinafter were found with cd
51.
C. Differential-diffusion effects for decaying scalars
Yeung and coworkers7–9 have extensively studied
differential-diffusion effects for decaying, Gaussian scalars
in forced, isotropic turbulence using DNS. LSR model re-
sults can be directly compared with the DNS data by fixing
Rl and the Schmidt number pair Sc5(Sca ,Scb), and by
knowing the relationship between TE and t151/^v&. (TE is
used to make t dimensionless.! The values of TE^v& for the
Reynolds numbers used in the DNS studies are given in
Table III. For Rl538, the DNS study7 employed three sca-
lars with Sc51, 1/2, and 1/4. Model results for the scalar
correlation rab and the scalar-gradient correlation gab are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The agreement with the
DNS data7 is satisfactory, including the dependence on the
Schmidt number for fixed dab @i.e., Sc5~1,1/2! versus ~1/2,
FIG. 3. ‘‘Banded’’ coherency spectrum for two scalars with Sca5Scb51.
The fields are initially uncorrelated only in inertial subrange ~2,2!. Note that
decorrelation is first transferred forward to small scales ~D! before being
backscattered to large scales ~1!.
FIG. 4. Evolution of scalar correlation rab for decaying scalar fields at
Rl538. Sc5~1,1/4! s, ~1,1/2! h, and ~1/2,1/4! n.
FIG. 5. Evolution of scalar-gradient correlation gab for decaying scalar
fields at Rl538. Sc5~1,1/4! s, ~1,1/2! h, and ~1/2,1/4! n.
TABLE III. The relationship between the eddy-turnover time TE and the
turbulence frequency ^v& as a function of Rl for DNS studies.26
Rl 38 90 160 230
TE^v& 0.513 0.331 0.278 0.270
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1/4!#. At higher Reynolds numbers ~e.g., Rl5230), the cor-
relation depends only on dab . The parameter cb also influ-
ences the correlation decay rate. The choice cb51 yields
satisfactory agreement with DNS data for differential diffu-
sion as well as for the mechanical-to-scalar time-scale ratio
~Table II!.
The dependence of the scalar correlation on the Rey-
nolds number is illustrated in Fig. 6 for Sc5~1,1/4!. The
observed decrease in the decorrelation rate can be attributed
to two factors: ~1! TE^v& decreases towards an asymptotic
value with increasing Rl ; and ~2! the exponent s in Eq. ~51!
decreases with increasing Rl . For a large-enough Reynolds
number, only ~2! will be important. From the simulation
data, the decay rate of the scalar correlation is found to scale
with Reynolds number like
1
rab
Drab
Dt ;Rl
20.6;Re20.3, ~81!
where Re is the integral-scale Reynolds number. The
Reynolds-number exponent ~0.3! predicted by the LSR
model is less than the value ~0.5! that might be expected
based on classical spectral arguments.17 The difference, how-
ever, can be attributed to backscatter: if cd50 ~no backscat-
ter! all decorrelation would be confined to the dissipation
range which scales like Re21/2. With backscatter, decorrela-
tion ‘‘leaks’’ back to larger scales which decrease more
slowly with an increasing Reynolds number, thereby de-
creasing the exponent. We will return to this question below
when we look at the difference spectrum.
In Fig. 7, the time evolution of the ‘‘banded’’ coherency
spectrum is shown for Rl5230 and Sc5~1,1/4!. As seen in
DNS,7,11,15 the coherency spectrum quickly attains a self-
similar form, where the small scales are decorrelated more
than the large scales, followed by a slow decorrelation of all
scales towards complete decorrelation. In the self-similar
state, the relative decorrelation of different wavenumber
bands depends only on dab ~i.e., is independent of the Rey-
nolds number!. Similar behavior is seen in DNS data11,15 for
the coherency spectrum. Finally, in Fig. 8 we illustrate the
relative importance of backscatter (cd) versus turbulent fluc-
tuations @s(t)# in determining the scalar decorrelation. The
scatterplots in the first column were found with cd51, while
those in the second column were found with cd50. Like-
FIG. 6. Evolution of scalar correlation rab for decaying scalar fields as a
function of Rl with Sc5~1,1/4!. As in Fig. 1, the number of inertial-range
substages is the key parameter in determining the correlation decay rate.
FIG. 7. Evolution of the ‘‘banded’’ coherency spectrum for decaying scalar
fields at Rl5230 with Sc5~1,1/4!. Note that the spectrum quickly attains a
self-similar form before undergoing a slow decay towards complete decor-
relation.
FIG. 8. Scatterplots of the scalar difference z versus fb at a fixed time t for
Sc5~1,1/8!. The decaying scalar fields were initially perfectly correlated.
Top row: SR model (s(t)51). Bottom row: LSR model. First column:
cd51. Second column: cd50.
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wise, the scatterplots in the first row were found without
turbulent fluctuations @s(t)51# , while those in the second
row were found with turbulent fluctuations. All scatterplots
correspond to the exact same time starting from identical
initial conditions. Following Nilsen and Kosa´ly,13 we plot
the difference z5fa2fb versus fb , where the latter is the
more diffusive scalar. It is clear from the scatterplots that
backscatter is the more important factor in predicting the
correct decorrelation rate. Indeed, as noted earlier, with cd
50 decorrelation is confined to small scales, and thus rab
does not decay to zero for large times. ~In Fig. 8, the plots in
the second column have reached their maximum decorrela-
tion, while those in the first column will continue to
decorrelate.! This is exactly the behavior seen with pure dif-
fusion and is in qualitative agreement with Fig. 19 in Nilsen
and Kosa´ly.13
D. Differential-diffusion effects with a uniform mean
scalar gradient
Another case of practical and theoretical interest is dif-
ferential diffusion in the presence of uniform mean scalar
gradients. In many ways, this case is easier to study than
decaying scalars using DNS because the scalar fields quickly
attain a statistically-stationary state in forced, isotropic
turbulence.9,11,15 The same is true for the LSR model. Typi-
cal results for the correlation coefficients are shown in Fig. 9
for Sc5(1,1/8) at three different Reynolds numbers. ~Unless
stated otherwise, we assume that the mean scalar gradients
are colinear with unit magnitude and DT51. These assump-
tions only affect the magnitude of, for example, the scalar
~co!variances, but not dimensionless quantities such as the
correlation coefficients.! As noted in the Introduction @Eq.
~13!#, the gradient correlation approaches a constant value
gab51/dab50.629, independent of the Reynolds number.
On the other hand, the scalar correlation rab decreases with
increasing Reynolds number. ~We will look more closely at
the Reynolds-number scaling further below.! Yeung15 has
presented similar data from DNS for Sc5(1,1/8) with the
same Reynolds numbers. The agreement is, in general, satis-
factory, with the DNS data showing perhaps slightly more
decorrelation at the same Rl . For a comparison, both the
correlation coefficient found by summing the variables
^fa8fb8 & i j in the LSR model ~solid lines!, and by taking an
ensemble average over 100 notational particles governed by
the Fokker–Planck molecular mixing model @Eqs. ~68! and
~69!# ~dashed lines! are shown in Fig. 9. ~No variance reduc-
tion techniques have been used to force the second-order
statistics to exactly agree with the LSR model.!
Other examples of LSR model results are shown in Figs.
10 and 11. In the former, the ‘‘banded’’ coherency spectrum
is shown for Rl550 and Sc5~1,1/8!. As seen in DNS,11 the
‘‘banded’’ coherency spectrum quickly attains a stationary
state wherein the large scales are nearly perfectly correlated,
while the small scales are strongly decorrelated. In the LSR
model, correlation is generated by the mean-gradient source
terms g2 jSab . Because g21;1 while g2 n2;1/Rl , most of
the correlation flows into large scales and, hence, they re-
main more correlated. In Fig. 11, the scalar correlations for
three Schmidt-number pairs at Rl590 are shown. The
Schmidt numbers were chosen to be similar to those used in
a DNS study9 with the same Reynolds number. Again, the
agreement with the DNS data is satisfactory, with the model
predicting a slightly higher correlation for the same Schmidt-
number pair. This can be partially attributed to the depen-
dence of the scalar correlation on n2 , instead of Rl ~i.e., Fig.
2!. For n253, the comparison with DNS data15 is much more
favorable at Rl5160.
In addition to the correlation coefficients, another vari-
able of interest in differential-diffusion studies5,12,13,6 is the
FIG. 9. Evolution of the correlation coefficients as a function of Reynolds
number for Sc5~1,1/8!. The uniform mean scalar gradients are colinear and
Sa5Sb51. Open symbols: scalar correlation. Closed symbols: gradient cor-
relation. Rl5230 h , 160 s, and 50 n. Solid lines: LSR model. Dashed
lines: ensemble average of 1000 notional particles.
FIG. 10. Evolution of the ‘‘banded’’ coherency spectrum for Sc5~1,1/8!,
and Rl550. The uniform mean scalar gradients are colinear and Sa5Sb
51.
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scalar difference z. In particular, it is of interest to know how
the difference variance,
^z2&5^fa8
2&1^fb8
2&22^fa8fb8 &, ~82!
scales as a function of the Reynolds and Schmidt numbers.
Data for the stationary second-order statistics predicted by
the LSR model for Sc5~1,1/8! at three different Reynolds
numbers ~chosen so that n2 varies from two to four! are
given in Table IV. On a log–log plot, the difference variance
versus Rl falls nearly on a line so that ^z2&;Rl
20.6
. Similar
data for Rl5230 and various values of dab are given in
Table V. ~At high Reynolds numbers, the model results de-
pend on the Schmidt numbers only through dab .! From
these data, the LSR model predicts the following scaling law
for the difference variance:
^z2&;g~dab!Rl
20.6;g~dab!Re20.3, ~83!
where g(x)50.0869(x21)20.0553(x21)2 for 1<x<1.6
~see Table V!.
The fact that the exponent of the Reynolds-number de-
pendence of the difference variance is less than 0.5 is linked
to backscatter in the LSR model. One way to look at back-
scatter is through the normalized ‘‘banded’’ difference
spectrum,7 defined in terms of the LSR model variables by
Fi j~ t !5
^fa8
2& i j1^fb8
2& i j22^fa8fb8 & i j
^z2&
. ~84!
At very short times, all decorrelation is confined to small
scales so that FD(0)51. DNS data7 show that at later times
the difference spectrum reaches a nearly self-similar form
with considerable energy at intermediate scales. LSR model
results for Rl5230 and Sc5~1,1/8! are shown in Fig. 12.
From this figure, it can be seen that while most of the energy
remains at small scales, considerable transfer to large scales
occurs. For comparison, the steady-state covariance energy
fractions ^§ab& i j are given in Table VI, along with the ratio
Fi j /^§ab& i j . From the ratios, it can be seen that inertial sub-
stage ~2,3! contains a nearly two-fold excess of difference
energy as compared to the covariance spectrum. Likewise,
the difference energy in inertial substage ~2,2! is the same as
for the covariance spectrum. In the LSR model, these ratios
~and hence the exponent of the Reynolds-number depen-
FIG. 11. Evolution of the scalar correlation for Rl590. The uniform mean
scalar gradients are colinear and Sa5Sb51. Sc5~1,5/8! h, ~5/8,1/8! n,
and ~1,1/8! s.
FIG. 12. Evolution of the normalized ‘‘banded’’ difference spectrum for
Sc5~1,1/8! and Rl5230. Collinear uniform mean scalar gradients are
applied with Sa5Sb51. The data are normalized by dividing them by
^z2&(t), and thus represent the fraction of the difference spectrum in each
wavenumber band. These values are compared to the steady-state spectral
fractions for the cospectrum in Table VI.
TABLE IV. Stationary second-order scalar statistics as a function of Rey-
nolds number for Sc5~1,1/8!. The turbulence is taken to be stationary with
^v&51 and DT51. The scalar fields have colinear uniform mean gradients
of unit magnitude so that Sa5Sb5Sab51. The difference scalar field is
defined by z5fa2fb . Note that ^z2&;Rl20.6 .
Rl 50 90 230
^fa8
2& 0.900 0.933 0.965
^fb8
2& 0.766 0.833 0.899
^fa8fb8 & 0.790 0.855 0.916
^z2& 0.087 0.057 0.034
TABLE V. Stationary second-order scalar statistics as a function of dab for
Sca51 and Rl5230. The other parameters are the same as in Table IV. In
this range of Schmidt numbers, ^z2&50.0869(dab21)20.0553(dab21)2.
Scb 1/2 1/3 1/4 1/5 1/6 1/7 1/8
dab 1.061 1.155 1.25 1.342 1.429 1.512 1.591
^fa8
2& 0.959 0.967 0.966 0.966 0.966 0.965 0.965
^fb8
2& 0.937 0.924 0.916 0.910 0.906 0.902 0.899
^fa8fb8 & 0.944 0.939 0.931 0.926 0.922 0.918 0.816
^z2& 0.007 0.014 0.019 0.024 0.028 0.031 0.034
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dence! are controlled by the amount of backscatter. From the
DNS data for the difference spectrum,7,15 it is clear that
backscatter plays a critical role in determining the shape of
the spectrum, and that it must be included in any successful
multi-scale model for differential diffusion.
Finally, as an example of the LSR model’s ability to
successfully handle a sudden change in the orientation of the
mean scalar gradients, results for such a case are presented in
Fig. 13. For this calculation, we have again let Rl5230 and
Sc5~1,1/8!. Initially the scalar fields are uncorrelated and
colinear mean scalar gradients with the same orientation are
applied. The scalar fields respond by moving towards a posi-
tive correlation for both the scalars and their gradients. ~The
dashed lines represent ensemble averages over 100 notional
particles.! At t57.4TE the orientation of the gradients is re-
versed. The scalar fields immediately respond by moving
towards negative correlation. From the figure, it can be seen
that the small scales respond more rapidly than the large
scales so that at one point the gradient correlation is negative
when the scalar correlation is still positive. As noted in Sec.
IV, the LSR model successfully handles this potential singu-
larity in the scalar time scale by employing ^ra ,b&D
† @Eq.
~43!# instead of ^ra ,b&† @Eq. ~44!#. The former always re-
mains positive and well behaved, even at points where the
scalar covariance is null.
E. Lagrangian time series
The results discussed to this point are all Eulerian statis-
tics and could be found without resorting to a Lagrangian pdf
description ~i.e., by using the SR model!. The LSR model
provides considerably more information that will be impor-
tant, for example, in applications where fluctuations in the
scalar dissipation rate lead to local extinction of chemical
reactions.40–44 In Fig. 14 typical Lagrangian time series fol-
lowing a single notional particle38 are shown for Rl5230
and Sc5~1,1/8!. In the top-left figure, the turbulence fre-
quency v*(t) is plotted. The large fluctuations away from
the mean value ~1! are typical of stochastic processes whose
marginal pdfs have exponential tails.20 The turbulence fre-
quency is the driving force for fluctuations in the Lagrangian
conditional scalar dissipation rates shown in the right-hand
column of Fig. 14. Note, however, that the magnitude of the
fluctuations in the scalar dissipation rate is considerably
smaller than those of the turbulence frequency. This is due to
the ‘‘low-pass’’ filtering effect of the molecular dissipation
term in the model equations @e.g., Eq. ~38!#. Moreover, it can
be noted that the fluctuations in ^eb&* ~i.e., the more diffu-
sive scalar! are smaller than for ^ea&*. Presumably, this can
be attributed to stronger damping by the molecular diffusion
term for the more diffusive scalar. The time series for the
scalar difference shown on the bottom-left of Fig. 14 is typi-
cal of a Gaussian random process generated by a linear
FIG. 13. Evolution of the correlation coefficients for initially uncorrelated
scalar fields with Sc5(1,1/8), and Rl5230. The uniform mean scalar gra-
dients are initially colinear with Sab51. At t^v&52, the mean scalar gra-
dients are reversed so that Sab521. Note that although the correlation
functions do not pass through zero correlation at the same time, the model
remains numerically stable. The dashed line corresponds to the ensemble
average of 100 notional particles.
FIG. 14. Stationary Lagrangian time series following a notional particle at
Rl5230. Top left: normalized turbulence dissipation rate v*(t)/^v&. Bot-
tom left: scalar difference z*(t). Top right: normalized scalar dissipation
rate ^ea&*(t)/^ea& for scalar with Sc51. Bottom right: normalized scalar
dissipation rate ^eb&*(t)/^eb& for scalar with Sc51/8. Time series were
allowed to become statistically stationary before collecting data.
TABLE VI. Steady-state scalar energy fractions for Rl5230 and Sc
5(1,1/8).
(i , j) 1 ~2,1! ~2,2! ~2,3! ~2,4! and D
Fi j 0.001 0.24 0.24 0.18 0.34
^§ab& i j 0.01 0.56 0.23 0.10 0.10
Ratio 0.1 0.4 1.0 1.8 3.4
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SDE.24 Moreover, because the scalar fields are Gaussian, we
can expect ~shown below! that z* will be independent of the
other random variables shown in Fig. 14.
In assessing the importance of scalar dissipation rate
fluctuations on chemical reactions, an important quantity will
be their ‘‘characteristic lifetime’’ relative to the reaction time
scales. One measure of the lifetime of Lagrangian fluctua-
tions is the Lagrangian correlation time found by integrating
over the Lagrangian auto-correlation function.24 The latter is
defined for a stationary Lagrangian time series T*(t) with
^T&50 by
rTT~t!5
^T*~ t !T*~ t1t!&
^T2&
. ~85!
In Fig. 15, auto-correlation functions found for the Lagrang-
ian time series in Fig. 14 are presented. As expected,20 the
auto-correlation function for the turbulence frequency falls
off nearly exponentially with a correlation time of approxi-
mately 1.4TE . Likewise, the auto-correlation functions for
the scalars ~not shown! and for the scalar difference ~bottom
left! fall off nearly exponentially. However, the correlation
times of the scalars ~both approximately 1.6TE) are much
larger than the correlation time for the scalar difference ~ap-
proximately 0.35TE). Presumably, this reflects the fact that
the difference spectrum ~Fig. 12! contains more energy at
small ~fast! scales than the scalar spectra. The behavior of
the auto-correlation functions for the Lagrangian scalar dis-
sipation rates shown in the right-hand column of Fig. 15 is
slightly more complicated. For the less-diffusive scalar
(fa), the dissipation auto-correlation function falls quickly
to 0.5 before dropping off quasi-exponentially towards zero.
Its correlation time is approximately 0.7TE . For the more-
diffusive scalar, the dissipation auto-correlation function
drops almost immediately to zero yielding a correlation time
of approximately 0.1TE .
The interactions between the various model variables
can be studied by computing the cross-correlation function
between two stationary Lagrangian time series:
rT1T2~t!5
^T1*~ t !T2*~ t1t!&
A^T12&^T22&
. ~86!
~Note that due to stationarity, switching T1 and T2 in the
definition is equivalent to t!2t .! Selected cross-
correlation functions for the Lagrangian time series in
Fig. 14 are shown in Fig. 16. In the top-left figure, we
see that z* and v* are essentially uncorrelated, as expected.
~This would not be the case for non-Gaussian scalars!! In
the bottom-left figure, we see that the cross-correlation be-
tween v* and ^ea&* is strong, and nearly symmetric
with respect to t50. The cross-correlation between v* and
^eb&* ~bottom right!, on the other hand, is important only for
nonnegative time lags. The same type of behavior is seen
with the cross-correlation between ^ea&* and ^eb&* ~top
right!. As is evident by inspecting the time series themselves
in Fig. 14, these results show that ^ea&*(t) tracks more
closely v*(t) than does ^eb&*(t). In future work, we plan to
examine how well these predictions match data from DNS
Lagrangian time series.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Overall, the LSR model yields satisfactory agreement
with the DNS data for differential-diffusion effects for
Gaussian scalar fields evolving in stationary, isotropic turbu-
lence. Compared to full spectral transport models, the com-
putational requirements for the LSR model are negligible,
FIG. 15. Auto-correlation functions found from Lagrangian time series like
those in Fig. 14. Estimates were computed based on data collected over a
time interval of length 148TE .
FIG. 16. Cross-correlation functions for selected Lagrangian time series in
Fig. 14. Top left: z*(t) and v*(t1t). Top right: ^ea&*(t) and ^eb&*(t
1t). Bottom left: v*(t) and ^ea&*(t1t). Bottom right: v*(t) and
^eb&*(t1t).
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making it applicable to more complex flows than those con-
sidered here. The model’s success at handling differential-
diffusion effects can be directly attributed to three key mod-
eling assumptions.
~1! Backscatter, as quantified by the parameter cd , is re-
sponsible for transporting decorrelation generated at
small scales by differential diffusion back to large scales.
~2! The steady-state mechanical-to-scalar time-scale ratio
depends on the Schmidt number, in general, and through
the function h(Sc) in the backscatter rate constant for the
diffusive range, in particular.
~3! The characteristic molecular diffusion frequency ^rab&D
is inversely proportional to the scalar covariance in the
dissipative range ^fa8fb8 &D ~as opposed to the total co-
variance ^fa8fb8 &).
It is important to stress that all three assumptions are
required for a successful model. For example, ~1! without ~2!
is not sufficient to cause decorrelation to propagate back to
large scales; and ~3! is needed to predict the correct decor-
relation at small scales, as well as to keep the model well
defined when the mean scalar gradients are inverted. Never-
theless, for differential diffusion ~2! is perhaps the most criti-
cal because it directly determines the long-time scalar deco-
rrelation rate in the absence of mean scalar gradients, and the
Sc and Re dependence of the scalar difference variance ^z2&.
For this reason, it is of considerable interest to explore the Sc
dependence of bD using DNS data11 for spectral transport in
isotropic turbulence, and such a study is currently underway.
The LSR model results presented here and in earlier
work21,20 suggest several areas for future research. At the
basic level of model formulation, it would be of interest to
test the dependence of the model’s parameters ~e.g., a i j ,
b i j , cd , etc.! on the Reynolds number and on the presence
of a mean scalar gradient and/or mean shear. This could be
done by extracting the forward and backscatter rates from
DNS data for homogeneous turbulence.45 Another line of
investigation that appears promising is to use Lagrangian
time series from DNS to validate the LSR model predictions
of correlation functions like those presented in Figs. 14–16.
This information will be particularly important for future ap-
plications of the LSR model to turbulent reacting flows. For
the latter, it is imperative44 that appropriate models for mo-
lecular mixing be developed and validated. For example, the
Fokker–Planck model developed in this work requires infor-
mation on the forms of the conditional scalar Laplacians
^Ga¹
2fa8 uf8a* ,f8b*& and the conditional ~joint! scalar dissi-
pation rates ^ea ,buf8a* ,f8b*& for non-Gaussian scalars. Al-
though it is unlikely that these functions will be simple, they
can be extracted from DNS data for scalar mixing with or
without chemical reactions, and perhaps used to suggest sim-
pler approximations that could be employed in the molecular
mixing model. Ultimately, we would like to apply the LSR
model in full pdf simulations of turbulent reacting flows with
local extinction in order to investigate the importance of
various physical phenomena ~scalar dissipation rate fluctua-
tions, differential diffusion, etc.! on pollutant formation in
practical combustion devices. However, as a first step, it
would be necessary and enlightening to validate the model’s
predictions using high-quality DNS data for turbulent scalar
mixing with ‘‘model thermochemistry.’’40,44
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APPENDIX: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SR
MODEL AND THE SCALAR SPECTRUM EVOLUTION
EQUATIONS
In the presence of a mean scalar gradient Fa and a
fluctuating ~zero-mean! velocity field ui , the fluctuation field
of a passive scalar fa8 with molecular diffusion coefficient
Ga is governed by
]fa8
]t
1ui
]fa8
]xi
52ui
]Fa
]xi
1Ga
]2fa8
]xi]xi
. ~A1!
The time-evolution equation for the spherically-integrated
scalar-variance spectrum Eaa(k ,t) obtained from Eq. ~A1!
can be written as
]
]t
Eaa~k ,t !5Gaa~k ,t !1Taa~k ,t !22
n
Sca
k2Eaa~k ,t !,
~A2!
where Sca5n/Ga , Gaa is the scalar-variance source term
proportional to the uniform mean scalar gradient and the
scalar-flux spectrum, and Taa is the scalar-variance transfer
spectrum.
Likewise, the time-evolution equation for the scalar-
covariance spectrum Eab(k ,t) can be written as
]
]t
Eab~k ,t !5Gab~k ,t !1Tab~k ,t !22
n
Scab
k2Eab~k ,t !,
~A3!
where Scab52n/(Ga1Gb), Gab is the corresponding
scalar-covariance source term, and Tab is the scalar-
covariance transfer spectrum. In the following, we will relate
the SR model for the scalar variance to Eq. ~A2!; however,
analogous expressions can be derived for the scalar covari-
ance from Eq. ~A3!.
A key assumption in deriving the SR model ~as well as
earlier spectral models27,46–48! is that the transfer spectrum is
a linear operator with respect to the scalar spectrum ~e.g., a
linear convection-diffusion model! which has a characteristic
time constant that depends only on the velocity spectrum.
The linearity assumption @which is consistent with the linear
form of Eq. ~A1!# ensures not only that the scalar transfer
spectra are conservative, but also that if Scab5Scg in Eq.
~A3!, then Eab(k ,t)5Egg(k ,t) for all t when it is true for
t50. In the SR model, the linearity assumption implies that
the forward and backscatter rate constants ~defined below!
have the same form for both the variance and covariance
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spectra, and that for the covariance spectrum the rate con-
stants depend on the molecular diffusivities only through
Scab ~i.e., not independently on Sca or Scb).
Following Yeung,11,25 the transfer spectra can be decom-
posed into contributions from velocity and scalar modes in
specified scale ranges. For example, letting Taa(kup ,q) de-
note the contribution from the velocity mode centered at p
and the scalar mode centered at q, the scalar-variance trans-
fer spectrum can be expressed as
Taa~k ,t !5E
0
`E
0
`
Taa~kup ,q !dpdq5E
0
`
Saa~kuq !dq .
~A4!
The scalar-scalar transfer function Saa(kuq) appearing in the
final term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~A4! denotes the
contribution of scalar mode q to the scalar-variance transfer
spectrum at k . ~See Yeung11,25 for examples of these func-
tions extracted from DNS.! Similarly, the scalar-covariance
transfer spectrum can be decomposed using Tab(kup ,q) and
Sab(kuq).
The scalar-scalar transfer function can be used to decom-
pose the scalar-variance transfer spectrum into forward-
transfer and backscatter contributions:
Taa~k ,t !5Taa
. ~k ,t !1Taa
, ~k ,t !, ~A5!
where the forward-transfer contribution is defined by
Taa
. ~k ,t !5E
0
k
Saa~kuq !dq , ~A6!
and the backscatter contribution is defined by
Taa
, ~k ,t !5E
k
`
Saa~kuq !dq . ~A7!
Consistent with these definitions, DNS data11,25 show that
Taa
. is always positive, while Taa
, is always negative. Analo-
gous definitions and remarks hold for the scalar-covariance
transfer function, i.e., for Tab
. and Tab
,
.
The scalar coherency spectrum is defined in terms of the
variance and covariance spectra by
rab~k ,t !5
Eab~k ,t !
AEaa~k ,t !Ebb~k ,t !
. ~A8!
~The ‘‘banded’’ coherency spectrum has an analogous
definition7 where the energy spectra are replaced with the
spectra integrated over a finite wavenumber band.! From the
spectral time-evolution equations, it is easily shown that in
the absence of mean scalar gradients the time evolution of
the coherency spectrum is governed by
1
rab
]rab
]t
5
Tab
Eab
2
1
2
Taa
Eaa
2
1
2
Tbb
Ebb
. ~A9!
Thus, as noted earlier by Yeung and Pope,7 since the mo-
lecular diffusivities do not appear on the right-hand side,
molecular differential diffusion affects the coherency only
indirectly, i.e., through interscale transfer processes which
propagate incoherency from small scales to large scales. The
choice of the model for the scalar transfer spectra thus com-
pletely determines the long-time behavior of rab in the ab-
sence of mean scalar gradients.
The SR model can be related to Eq. ~A2!, starting from
Eq. ~16! and using the cut-off wavenumbers k0 , k2 j , and
kD . For example, integrating Eq. ~A2! over the wavenumber
band @kD ,`) yields the exact time-evolution equation for
^fa8
2&D :
d^fa8
2&D
dt 52gDSa12TD22^ea&D . ~A10!
The right-hand side of this expression is defined in terms of
Gaa , Saa(kuq), and Gak2Eaa as discussed next. Similar
expressions can be derived for the other variables in the SR
model by integrating Eq. ~A2! over the corresponding wave-
number bands.
The scalar-variance source term in Eq. ~A10! is defined
by
Sa5
1
2E0
`
Gaa~k ,t !dk , ~A11!
and the fraction of the scalar-variance source term falling in
the final wavenumber band is defined by
gD5
1
2Sa
E
kD
`
Gaa~k ,t !dk . ~A12!
In the present version of the SR model, the fractions g i j are
assumed to be time-independent functions of Re1 and Sc.
Likewise, the scalar-variance source term is modeled by a
gradient-diffusion closure @Eq. ~9!#. The SR model could
thus be further refined ~with increased computational ex-
pense! by including an explicit model for the scalar-flux
spectrum.
The scalar dissipation term in Eq. ~A10! is defined by
^ea&D5E
kD
`
Gak
2Eaa~k ,t !dk . ~A13!
In the SR model, kD is chosen such that ^ea&D'^ea&, i.e., so
that the bulk of the scalar dissipation occurs in the final
wavenumber band. Thus, the scalar dissipation terms appear-
ing in other wavenumber bands are assumed to be negligible.
Note that, unlike with the continuous representation @Eq.
~A2!#, the discrete representation used in the SR model re-
quires an explicit model for the scalar dissipation rate ^ea&.
The spectral transport term in Eq. ~A10! is defined by
TD~ t !5
1
2EkD
`
Taa
. ~k ,t !dk1
1
2EkD
`
Taa
, ~k ,t !dk . ~A14!
In the SR model, forward and backscatter rate constants are
employed to model the spectral transport terms. These rate
constants can be expressed explicitly in terms of the scalar-
variance transfer spectrum decomposed into forward and
backscatter contributions. For example,
a2 n25
1
2^fa8
2&2 n2
E
kD
`
Taa
. ~k ,t !dk ~A15!
and
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bD52
1
2^fa8
2&D
E
kD
`
Taa
, ~k ,t !dk . ~A16!
Note that the right-hand sides of these expressions can be
extracted from DNS data for homogeneous turbulence in or-
der to explore the dependence of the rate constants on Re1
and Sc. Results from a preliminary investigation for Rl
590 have revealed that the backscatter rate constant from
the dissipative range can be closely approximated by bD
;Sc1/2;kD /kh for Sc in the range @1/8,1#. ~More extensive
results will be reported in a future communication.! On the
other hand, for cut-off wavenumbers in the inertial-
convective subrange, one would expect a2 j and b2 j to be
independent of Sc. This is the assumption employed in the
SR model, but it can be validated ~and modified! using DNS
data for the scalar spectrum and the scalar–scalar transfer
function. The linearity assumption discussed earlier implies
that the rate constants will be unchanged ~for the same Rey-
nolds and Schmidt numbers! when they are computed using
the scalar-covariance transfer spectrum.
Note that at spectral equilibrium the integral in Eq.
~A15! will be constant and proportional to ^ea& ~i.e., the
scalar spectral energy transfer rate in the inertial-convective
subrange will be constant!. The forward rate constants a2 j
will thus depend on the chosen cut-off wavenumbers through
their effect on ^fa8
2&2 j . In the SR model, in order to obtain
the most computationally-efficient spectral model possible,
the total number of wavenumber bands is minimized subject
to the condition that
^e&
k <a1<a21<fl<a2 n2. ~A17!
Assuming a fully-developed ~25/3! velocity spectrum, this
process results20,21 in the cut-off wavenumbers given in Eq.
~19!. An obvious extension of the model would thus be to
include a dynamical model for the velocity spectrum.49,50
However, including a more detailed model for the
turbulence/scalar-flux spectra would most likely make the
extension to a Lagrangian PDF formulation computationally
intractable for practical reacting flow calculations.
The final expression needed to complete the SR model is
a closure for ^ea&D appearing in Eq. ~A10!. In order to de-
velop a model starting from Eq. ~A2!, we will first introduce
the scalar dissipation spectrum defined by Daa5Gak2Eaa ,
the scalar spectral energy transfer rate Taa , defined by
Taa~k ,t !5E
k
`
Taa~s ,t !ds , ~A18!
and a characteristic spectral time scale tst defined by
tst~k ,t !5
kEaa~k ,t !
Taa~k ,t ! . ~A19!
Note that in the viscous subrange,27,18 tst is proportional to
(n/^e&)1/2.
Multiplication of Eq. ~A2! by Gak2, and integration of
the resultant expression over the wavenumber range @kD ,`)
using Eqs. ~A18! and ~A19!, yields
d^ea&D
dt 5EkD
`
Gak
2Gaa~k ,t !dk1GakD
2 Taa~kD ,t !
12E
kD
` Daa~k ,t !
tst~k ,t !
dk2Daa , ~A20!
where the dissipation term Daa is defined by
Daa52E
kD
`
Gak
2Daa~k ,t !dk . ~A21!
The right-hand side of Eq. ~A20! contains unclosed terms
that must be modeled in order to arrive at Eq. ~28!. This
process is explained next.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~A20! is a
source term due to the mean scalar gradient. In Eq. ~28!, the
following model is employed:
^ea&D
^f8a
2 &D
5
*kD
` Gak
2Gaa~k ,t !dk
*kD
` Gaa~k ,t !dk
. ~A22!
Note that this model is exact if Gaa}Eaa in the scalar-
dissipation range.
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~A20!
represents the flux of scalar dissipation into the scalar-
dissipation range, and can be rewritten in terms of known
quantities. From Eq. ~A18!, it can be seen that Taa(kD ,t)
52TD(t). Likewise, using the definition of kD , it follows
that GakD
2 5CD(^e&/n)1/2. The scalar-dissipation flux term
can thus be expressed as
2CDS ^e&n D
1/2
TD~ t !52CDS ^e&n D
1/2
a2 n2^fa8
2&2n2
22CDS ^e&n D
1/2
bD^fa8
2&D . ~A23!
However, to ensure that the model is numerically stable, the
last term on the right-hand side of this expression is replaced
with its spectral equilibrium value: 22bD^ea&D .
The next term in Eq. ~A20! is modeled by assuming that
tst(k ,t);(n/^e&)1/2 for all wavenumbers in the range
@kD ,`). The validity of this assumption depends on the
Schmidt number, but it is strictly valid for 1<Sc. Using this
assumption, we can extract tst from the integral in the sec-
ond term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~A20! so that the
entire term becomes 2Cs(^e&/n)1/2^ea&D . The proportional-
ity constant can be split into two contributions: Cs5CB
2CD, where
CB5
1
2^ea&D
S n^e& D
1/2E
kD
`
Gak
2Taa~k ,t !dk . ~A24!
In the SR model, Cs51/2 which can validated using DNS
data. Note that at spectral equilibrium TD;^ea& so that the
first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. ~A20! function
as a linear source term of the form 2CB(^e&/n)1/2^ea&D .
The final term in Eq. ~A20! (Daa) is modeled by the
product of the inverse of a characteristic time scale for the
scalar dissipation range and ^ea&D . The characteristic time
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scale is taken to be proportional to ^fa8
2&D /^ea&D so that the
final term has the form 2Cd^ea&D
2 /^fa8
2&D . The proportion-
ality constant Cd is thus defined by
Cd5
^fa8
2&D
^ea&D
2 EkD
`
Ga
2 k4Eaa~k ,t !dk . ~A25!
In the SR model, Cd53 is chosen to agree with passive
scalar decay from isotropic initial conditions in the absence
of turbulent mixing ~i.e., pure diffusion!.
At spectral equilibrium, the dissipation term will be in
dynamic equilibrium with the linear source term. Moreover,
the scalar dissipation rate will be controlled by the cascade of
scalar energy into the inertial-convective subrange. From the
SR model, we then find ^ea&}Sc2s^v&^fa8
2&. Ignoring the
source term due to the mean scalar gradient ~i.e., at high
Reynolds numbers!, Eq. ~A20! reduces at spectral equilib-
rium to
052CB~^e&/n!1/2^ea&D22Cd
^ea&D
^fa8
2&D
^ea&D . ~A26!
From this expression, the equilibrium fraction of the scalar
spectrum in the dissipative range is found to be
gD5
^ea&D
^ea&
Cd
CB
1
Re1
. ~A27!
Starting from Eq. ~A3!, analogous arguments/
assumptions as those leading to the model for ^ea& can be
used to derive the SR model equation for ^eab& . Note that
DNS data for passive scalar mixing in homogeneous turbu-
lence can be employed to validate all SR model constants,
and to explore possible dependencies on Re1 and Sc ~e.g.,
due to low-Reynolds number effects!. Results from such a
study will be reported in a future communication.
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